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Supplementary S1
Miniatures of all images used in this study by category

Supplementary S2
Illustration of semantic interference
Figure S2: Semantic interference manipulation illustration on subset of 8 scenes
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Figure Fig. S2: Example of semantic interference for 8 eight scenes in two semantic
categories: amusement park and beach. Top: (continuous) semantic interference defined as the
rolling number of scenes from the same semantic category that participants were administered
(e.g., 1, 2, 3 … 20). Bottom: (categorical) semantic interference as frequency level per category
(4, 20, 40, 60).
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Supplementary S3
Recognition accuracy predicted as a function of eye-movement measures and semantic
interference
Figure S3

Figure Fig. S3: 3D visualization of the predicted values obtained using a local polynomial
regression (loess function in R) fitting recognition accuracy as a function of semantic
interference and each eye-movement measure (i.e., fixation entropy, fixation duration, NSS
[(saliency]), NSS (centre-bias).
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Supplementary S4
Center bias, visual saliency, and memorability: rReplicating and extending Lyu et al., 2020.
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In this section, we replicate the analysis conducted by Lyu and colleagues (2020) on the
relation between central bias and memorability of naturalistic scenes while extending it to
include oculo-motor responses. We used the Graph-Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) algorithm
with default settings (Harel et al., 2006) to compute the saliency map of each scene, which was
normalized to sum to 1 (Fig. S4b). A central weight map (Fig. S4c) was also calculated using
a Gaussian kernel with σ = 10% of the image height (i.e., 80 pixels). Then, each GBVS saliency
map was multiplied by the central weight map to obtain a GBVS central bias map (Fig. S4d).
From this map, in line with Lyu and colleagues (2020), we obtained a single central bias score,
which conceptually represents how visually salient the center of the image is. We normalized
center bias scores to range between 0 and 1 by dividing all scores for the maximum value
observed in the scene set (referred as GBVS central bias in the Table S4). As this measure used
by Lyu et al. (2020) does not incorporate eye-movement responses, we also computed the
Normalized Scanpath Saliency (NSS; Peters et al., 2005) correspondence between fixation
positions and the GBVS visual saliency maps, adjusted by center proximity (NSS:
fixation/GBVS adjusted by central bias) or not (NSS: fixation/GBVS saliency only).
We applied the same analytical strategy described in the main text, whereby the three
different GBVS measures (DVs) are predicted as a function of semantic interference and
recognition memory (IVs) using linear-mixed effect models.
Our analysis shows that both NSS scores are significantly predicted by recognition
memory whereby a higher reliance on low-level visual saliency implies a poorer recognition
performance. None of the three metrics was instead significantly associated with semantic
interference (see Table S4). These results align with those presented in the main text, whereby
attending low-level visual information, as computed using FES, negatively impacted on scene
memorability. However, an important difference between using GBVS or FES is that the
former did not show a significant effect of semantic interference (although the trend was in the
right direction), whereas the latter did. One possible explanation of this discrepancy is that FES
better predicts viewing behavior than GBVS (see Bylinskii et al., 2019, for an evaluation of
different saliency models). On center bias, as defined by Lyu et al. (2020) instead, we did not
find any significant association with recognition memory, in line with their results.
Taken together, this analysis confirms that low-level visual saliency is significantly
associated with scene memorability, with and without center bias adjustments, and that this
result emerges when oculo-motor responses are considered.
Table S4

NSS:
fixation/GBVS saliency only
Predictors

NSS: fixation/GBVS adjusted by
central bias

GBVS central bias

Estimates

SE

t-value

Estimates

SE

t-value

Estimates

SE

t-value

(Intercept)

0.87

0.04

19.88***

1.01

0.06

16.11***

0.42

0.007

56.25***

SI

0.01

0.005

1.45

0.01

0.008

1.57

−0.001

0.001

−0.07

−0.07

0.008

−8.31***

−0.001

0.001

−0.49

0.002

0.007

0.001

0.001

0.66

Accuracy

−0.02

0.005

−4.89***

SI:Accuracy

0.002

0.005

0.34

0.31

(*) p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001

Fig. S4 a Original images. b GBVS saliency maps. c Central bias weight map. d GBVS
central bias maps (see Fig. 2 in Lyu, et al., 2020, for a similar visualization)
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